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Role of Growth Factors-rich Plasma (Activated Plateletrich Plasma) in Androgenic Alopecia: Literature Review
and Suggested Treatment Protocol
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ABSTRACT
Androgenetic alopecia (AGA) has become a prevalent hair fall dysfunction
due to genetic as well as hormonal effects distinguished by androgenrelated gradual weakening of the scalp hair with a sequence. Around turn
60, 45 percent of males and 35 percent of females come down with AGA.
Owing to the small number of successful AGA therapies, Platelet-rich
Plasma (PRP) has been an attractive alternative therapeutic approach.
Platelet-rich plasma (PRP) is being proposed for the incorporation of
greater levels of growth factors and certain other biologically active
substances in wounded lesions to achieve the specific healing objectives.
PRP is already being included in dentistry and cosmetic surgery for about
four decades. Even the usefulness of this autologous substance in both these
fields seems to be well known. Notably, in treating different cosmetic
procedures, PRP is already progressively seen because its high constituents
of platelet-derived growth factors and cytokines may improve the
biochemical mechanisms correlated with tissue repair and regeneration.
After activation, platelets within the PRP secrete various growth factors
that exhibit the results of hair regeneration. However, PRP may be
prepared with different protocols and procedures. Differences could
influence the character and possible effectiveness of the end PRP product
in the availability of RBCs and WBCs, the introduction of thrombin or
calcium chloride to trigger fibrin initiation, and pH-altering substances. A
standard procedure for PRP preparation and application and a framework
to assess results have not been developed, though many research works
have been published. Thereby, the subsequent research article presents a
proposed treatment protocol for AGA by platelets-rich plasma (PRP),
which has been confirmed after reviewing different studies performed by
researchers that exhibit PRP's efficacy in AGA.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Hair loss is a common problem that ascends with age in
both males & females. Though several triggering factors
causing such behavior in both the genders differ in some
parameters, main pin factors are similar. Stress, hormonal
imbalances & hereditary influences are amongst the most
ordinary dynamics that provoke hair loss in both genders.
Though, the assumed etiology is not a novel concept; but a
historical one that has a stronghold onto new levels of grip
over the decades in both genders with the aid of other
behavioral factors [1].
The medical term for hair loss is devoted to androgenic
alopecia. As mentioned, the disease can affect both males &
females with relative severity, sponsored by sexual
considerations along with behavioral aspects.
AGA is dispersed hair loss attributable to endocrine and
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.24018/ejmed.2021.3.1.629

hereditary factors. Further, it is defined as the gradual
weakening of hair follicles by converting thick, pigmented
hairs into barely noticeable hair [2]. Androgenic alopecia is
considered to exhibit high levels of 5-alpha reductase in the
tissues surrounding the hair follicle. The 5-alpha reductase is
responsible
for
converting
testosterone
into
dihydrotestosterone. Dihydrotestosterone attaches with
androgen receptors and causes the induction of genes, which
turn stable hair follicles in androgen-based regions of the
scalp into thin, weak hair. These regions are middle, frontal,
and parietal [3].

II. ANDROGENIC ALOPECIA IN MALES
Hair loss in males may be referred to as 'baldness' or
androgenic alopecia. The ailment is an ordinary malaise
observed in males, as compared to other dermatological
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disorders. As age progresses, many males suffer from
alopecia. However, by the age of 80, almost 80% of males
suffer from alopecia with excess severity levels, resulting in
shattering of their confidence levels [4]. Apart from stress
level, males tend to catch this dermatological malady by
their level of hair baldness. Alopecia in Males is globally
considered the most witnessed disorder in dermatology [2].

The disorder is a much-known dermatological error in
females, majorly contributed by hormonal imbalances, preand post-menopause issues along with high levels of stress.
Androgenetic alopecia is estimated to witness by 10% of
females in their pre-menopause duration, and the remaining
percentage receives AGA after they cross the age of 65 [3].
However, prediction of AGA in females is not easy, as, in
comparison to males, females go through much complicated
hormonal processes, including fluctuating levels of
estrogens. Female pattern hair loss is a reserved term for
females suffering from such a phase as naming hair loss
process in females and males helps understand the treatment
procedures. By far, studies have researched the fact that
treatment procedures of AGA differ for males & females
and are still debating upon it [5].

factors. The nature of water used to wash or treat the hair
majorly affects the current hair condition, especially the
scalp [13]. The hair follicle is made up of key constituent
elements that provoke or limit the hair fall, amongst which
dermal papilla is the most influential one. Cell activation of
hair follicles is controlled by the internal chemical
regulators [14]. The weakening of the most dominant
component in the upbringing of hair growth initiates hair
loss [15].
While hair growth is also contributed by several steps
making up a healthy hair follicle [16], unknowingly, hairs
play a pretty vital role in building the confidence of an
individual, despite cultural & social values.
The hair growth industry currently holds 2.8$ Billion
products, but none can regenerate the already gone hair [17].
Complete reversing of lost hair, with aid from hair loss
products, is not proven successful. However, new hair could
be generated through such means. AGA is the muchprevailed disease when baldness or hair loss starts in an
individual [18]. AGA weakens the hair follicles by shifting
their maturity state through a fast-paced terminal, resulting
in heavy hair loss. Certain methods have been discovered to
reduce baldness that uses dermal papilla (DP) and the influx
& efflux of cells and enhance its size during the hair cycle
[19].

IV. HAIR AGING SCIENCE

VI. PLATELET-RICH PLASMA

Aging & care of hair is a much-underrated matter that
demands attention & attention measures as individuals show
severity in such mediums, and cases of novel hair scalp
disorders are reporting as time is passing [6]. In comparison
to skincare aging, damaging itself, breaking out, resulting in
rashness, swelling, and other dermatological concerns, the
care of hair scalp is not loudly treated [7]. Nonetheless, as
the cosmetic industry is growing and working in this
particular medium, where they launch different hair styling
tools and customers, out of curiosity, try them [8].
Reportedly, 65% of patients who suffer from hair loss blame
a specific hair styling tool for damaging their hair. However,
fashion dyes and hair treatments do majorly participate in
this worth-taking race, individuals get hair loss significant
due to them. [9].
Hair-aging cannot be entirely blamed upon such external
parameters as biological concerns. Stress levels, and
different developmental factors also push this process off a
cliff. Though, treatments regarding reversing the process of
hair-aging in individuals are ultimately focusing it be a
reversible & in less aged one [10].

Accordance lacks the correct & righteous brief of plateletrich plasma [20]. PRP is denoted as a platelet-rich distillate
with higher than baseline heights of platelets equaled with
whole blood. It provides much vast help in tissue
regeneration & healing [21]. Platelets-rich plasma is
considered to be a capacity of autologous plasma, which
entails a platelet deliberation overhead basal attentiveness
(150 000-350 000/_L) [22].
PRP is made an amalgamation of platelets, cytokines,
growth factors, and leukocytes, which results in the birth of
certain various nomenclatures [23]. These nomenclatures of
constituents' value vary according to the several fractions
that are obtained in results of different methods such as
Platelet-poor Plasma (PPP), platelet-rich fibrin matrix
(PRFM), growth-factors rich plasma (GFRP), leukocyte-rich
platelet-rich plasma (LR-PRP), platelet-rich plasma (PRP),
and leukocyte-poor platelet-rich plasma (LP-PRP).

III. ANDROGENIC ALOPECIA IN FEMALES

V. HAIR LOSS AND GROWTH ANALOGY
Hair loss or baldness is a serious concern prevailing
worldwide for decades [11]. Though, the severity of this
disease has amplified with specific hair treatments &
procedures in the present decade. Hair is the fastest growing
tissue in the human body and hair scalp [12]. Hair follicles
undergo extremely damaging & challenging traumas
respectively in males & females' bodies. However, this
phenomenon does not stop or abide by here environmental
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VII. PLATELET-RICH PLASMA – IMPLICATION
There are enormous researches on platelet-rich plasma
which explain its efficacy in different field of medicine.
Many systematic reviews have been conducted to support
the entitled statement, which has been put forward after
practical experiments on living organisms. However,
activated platelet-rich plasma is considered a potential
contender for curing bone tissues [24].
A timeline was also proposed by PRP's implication in
several fields, illustrated in figure-1 [25]. PRP has been a
supporting agent in different medicinal fields, ranging from
mixing in other inhibitors to its solo debut in curing
diseases. PRP is proven to be beneficial in such cases.
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Further discussions in the upcoming matter regarding PRP's
use for treating alopecia will more upkeep the entitled
statement.

Fig. 1. Chronological sequence of PRP implications in several
dimensions of medicine [25].

VIII. CONSTITUENTS OF PLATELET-RICH PLASMA
The illustrated depiction in figure-2 defines the
constituent of PRP necessary for a successful outcome in the
form of an activated platelet-rich plasma [26].
Motioning proteins of PRP are divided into adhesive
proteins & proteases, growth factors, cytokines &
chemokines. These proteins in amalgamation with tiny
molecules & ions obtained from platelets discharge react
with several types of cells. Thereby, constituents of PRP
react with cells from the immune response and disparity,
angiogenesis & inflammation. Platelets, in an active state,
are more efficiently utilized to eject several growth factors
along with cytokines with aid from their alpha granules to
cater the angiogenesis & wound healing process. Growth
factors-rich plasma may become dynamic when transmitted
onto the scalp through injections that could initiate hair
growth.
The growth factors released depict a vital part in the
activation of fibroblast, spur of the extracellular matrix,
collagen production & above limits display of endogenous
growth factors. Platelet-derived growth factors (PDGF),
TGF- β- (transforming growth factor beta), along with
VEGF- Vascular endothelial growth factor, IGF-1-Insulin
like growth factor-1, FBF-fibroblast growth factor & EGF
known as the epidermal growth factor are some of the
important constituents of platelet’s alpha granule [27].
The exact and standard PRP mechanism to provoke hair
growth is yet to discover and define accordingly.
Consequently, activated PRP is meant to influence hair
cycling by extending the anagen phase's tenure & delaying
apoptosis & catagen phase [28]. However, enhanced
vascularization & angiogenesis of hair follicles are believed
to be technical for inaugurating the anagen phase [29].
Contrariwise, diminished pressure of oxygen & bloodstream
is witnessed in alopecia [4].
Thereby, PRP's activated growth factors in the bulge area
of follicles react to cause folliculogenesis &
neovascularization [30].
Hence, growth factors-rich plasma might help to promote
vascularization, delay apoptosis & in so doing extending the
anagen phase of hair follicles.
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Fig. 2. Constituents of PRP [26].
Abbreviations: IL, Interleukin; PBP, Platelet basic protein; PF 4, Platelet
factor 4; CCL5, Chemokine ligand 5; SDF, Stromal cell derived factor;
ADP, Adenosine diphosphate; CTGF, Connective tissue growth factor;
HGF, Hepatocyte growth factor; IGF, Insulin like growth factor; PDGF,
Platelet derived growth factor; VEGF, Vascular endothelial growth factor;
TGF, Transforming growth factor; FGF, Fibroblast growth factor; PAI,
Plasminogen activator inhibitor; TSP, Thrombospondin; ADAMTSs, a
disintegrin and metalloproteinase with thrombospondin motifs; MMPs,
Matrix metalloproteinases.

IX. PRP CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
Clinical bits of advice have been registered from
numerous researchers about the recognized & functional
attributes to stimulate PRP's calibration. These suggested
calibrations aid in the relationship & elucidation of multiple
researchers. Presently, PRP entails a variety of
characteristics within itself that are not genuinely
categorized in its premises, including the presence or nonexistence of WBCs, meditation of platelets, along with
several dynamics that correspondingly affect hair
development. In the on-going matter, a classification scheme
for PRP, named the DEPA, has been suggested [31].
According to the researcher's scheme, the dose, efficiency,
purity & activation of PRP describes the creation's
efficiency, activation of the platelets, the dose of injected
platelets, and PRP's purity. The DEPA process initiates from
the injected platelet dose acquired when multiplication of
the present platelet deliberation in PRP by the PRP's
attained tome is performed. The dose of platelets being
injected is advised to be evaluated before in units of millions
or billions. Platelets mended in the PRP (in percentage)
from blood testers describe the produced material's efficacy.
Furthermore, the PRP purity indicates the qualified
amalgamation of red blood cells (RBCs), platelets, and
white blood cells (WBCs). Lastly, the ''A'' in DEPA
confirms the addition of platelet activators, which are
exogenous in nature, including calcium chloride, thrombin
& calcium gluconate. According to another classification
ritual, the attentiveness or absence of WBCs, platelet
dilution & overall activation eminence of the process is
carried out after the unified comparison of it with the
baseline blood as a whole [32]. Conversely, another research
focusing on the PRP classification module, where the
researchers depicted the system with the affirmation of
fibrin, its presence and absence [33].
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There is viable presence of modules into four classified
families: L-PRP (Leukocyte & platelet-rich plasma), L-PRF
(Leukocyte & platelet-rich fibrin), P-PRF (Pure platelet-rich
fibrin), and P-PRP (Pure platelet-rich plasma). Another
study demands attention [34]. As per the researcher's
suggested classification module, the PRP systems present
since 2006 comprising single spin postponement & buffy
pelt are vital. Furthermore, a double spin method is also
proposed, which claimed a higher platelet calibration than
the whole platelet deliberation present in the blood [34].

X. PRP – MECHANISM OF ACTION
The exact mechanism regarding PRP's action is still yet to
be researched; however, several researchers have conducted
studies to discuss the particular matter. Nonetheless, the
nature of PPR growth factors & other constituents needs to
be addressed first. Several growth triggers & cytokines from
alpha granules discharged from activated platelets have a
role in healing process. Though, numerous growth factors
are discharged when platelets in PRP come in an activation
state onto the hair scalp, which eventually helps in the
evolution of new hair. The released growth factors display a
significant part in the activation of collagen blending,
fibroblast functioning, imitation of the extracellular matrix,
and angiogenesis. Hair evolution using the vivo & in vitro
models for PRP has been researched [28]. Propagation of
dermal papilla (DP) has been induced by activated PRP,
which happens with the activation of protein kinase B,
known as an antiapoptotic motioning molecule [27], [28],
[35].
However, platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF),
vascular endothelial growth features (VEGF), insulin-like
growth factor-1 (IGF-1) and transforming growth factorbeta (TGF-β) are discharged by PRP's activated platelets
[27]. These discharged growth factors are affirmed to
enhance angiogenesis, propagation of cells, which are vital
constituents for the evolution of new hair [36], [37].
Minimized free oxygen developed factors and blood flows
are conditions in AGA [4]. Stem cells are found to be
stimulated by the growth factors derived from activated
platelets along in the inflammatory area of hair follicles, and
folliculogenesis is observed due to neovascularization [28],
[30]. The current thoughts indicate PRP's role in attaining
the hair follicles’ vascularization and hindering apoptosis,
which will eventually elongate the anagen phase of hair
growth by striving it for a faster pace in the dermal papilla
(DP) cells.

XI. PREPARATION OF PRP
A uniform yet the primary method of preparing PRP is
mentioned in all the PRP protocols. The majority of these
processes initiate blood collecting with an appropriate
anticoagulant (e.g., sodium citrate, etc.) to stop sudden
blood clotting. Plasma, along with platelets, could be
extracted after centrifugation of collected blood for a
specific time. Centrifugation separates platelets with plasma
from the rest of blood cells.
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However, an effective and standard procedure to prepare
and implicate PRP is still not researched. The basic pattern
allows PRP development from the process of cell
detachment by making it centrifuged. The centrifuged
material then gets injected into the AGA portions of the
scalp. Numerous studies have attempted to study how to
prepare PRP by using handbook techniques & viable kits.
Growth factors of platelets obtained through the procedures
may remain active for several days after injection [38].
Simultaneously, the dispersed variation of protocols
describes several amalgamations of PRP, including
erythrocytes, leukocytes & other biological constituents
[39], [40].
A study introduced an assessment of preparing PRP
where leukocytes were confined to be a vital part of the
procedure [41]. Additionally, platelet dilution is also defined
as the disbursed consideration to affect PRP efficiency [31].
Conversely, based on studies, the presence of leukocytes
is not advised to incur in PRP [42], [43].
Lastly, the detachment of erythrocytes in most PRP
preparing techniques is loudly highlighted because evidence
exists about them being a factor of discharging oxygen
species & further aid in stress promptness [31].
Apart from all the necessary constituents & standard
procedure to prepare PRP, leukocyte, erythrocyte, platelets'
richness, and platelet activation are the definite chief bounds
affecting PRP.

XII. DISCUSSION
To fulfill this article's intended objective, manifold
successful clinical research has been incurred in the
subsequent review material's encoded discourse. These
studies depict the efficacy of PRP through the treating
procedure of AGA. A comparison between different kinds
of literature is difficult to deduce because of the
standardization lacking administration & dose protocols in
the studies, proceeding further with the consistent dimension
scales & method of treatments used.
A cohort study was presented to compare the PRP
relevancy for curing AGA [44]. For the purpose of
fulfillment, 20 AGA Patients were selected & treatment was
carried out accordingly. At a three-week interval, every
patient was treated with three sittings of PRP & one at an
interval of six months. Hair density was increased as an
outcome of the treatment & was amplified in the third
month to the most. Whereas hair density was lessened at the
sixth & twelfth month proceeding the treatment but
managed to be above baseline. Thereby, an additional
treatment was recommended during the sixth month to
sustain the achieved outcomes. The study mentioned that
AGA patients with less severe AGA recovered quickly with
PRP than those with relatively severe AGA.
Likewise, another study was performed to discover the
ultimate benefits of inoculating platelet growth factors into
patients' scalp [45]. Leukocyte-PRP (L-PRP) was extracted
for injection upon 64 AGA patients. Moreover, two
interventions were also included carrying plasmatic proteins
on patients' hair scalps by a gap of 3 months. The
assessment was performed through clinical photographs.
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Another clinical study was conducted to measure the
worth of PRP in considering AGA [46]. The researchers
selected ten AGA patients and administered the PRP
procedure for three months. For three months, every twothree weeks, the sessions of PRP treatments were managed
for further evaluation. After that, the Pull test displayed
particular results & hair thickness, hair count & degree of
alopecia was testified. The study concluded the trial by
deducing PRP to be the most cost-effective & imperative
treatment for AGA.
Another controlled study was conducted on a population
of 25 patients suffering from androgenic alopecia (AGA)
[27]. The patients included in the research were enclosed
upon their non-relevancy with any medicinal drugs &
belonged from stage I to III of Ludwig scale along with
Stage II to Stage V of Hamilton-Norwood scale. All the
patients included in the research attended three PRP sittings
and were finally evaluated utilizing photography of
phototrichogram.
In comparison to the criterion, particular progress was
observed statistically in the mean telogen hairs, anagen
hairs, terminal hair density, and hair density (itself) in areas
treated with PRP on the sixth month. As stated, the other
half of the study included patients who received treatment in
a placebo manner. Thereby, compared to the control
(placebo) group, the intervention group (who received the
actual treatment) showed a particular statistically enlarging
hair density value continuously. The researchers suggested
three preliminary treatments for AGA patients proceeding
with a month gap in between. As per the researchers, the
treatment could be concluded after a six-month gap of initial
three treatments.
Similarly, a study on males was carried out, included ten
male AGA patients [35]. It was ensured that the patients
were not taking any other medicinal drugs for the earlier 12
months. Likewise, to the two studies discussed above & an
inclusion criterion of the following article's literature, the
research under discussion was also a blinded, randomized
one, along with the half-head assembly considering with
placebo. Researchers used autologous activated platelet-rich
plasma in their study. Evaluations were performed three
months later to the treatment sessions, and a mean
enlargement of 27.7 hairs/cm2 was observed in the PRP
treated areas. The entitled observation was conceded out
after comparison with control areas, where a decrease of
three hairs/cm2 was detected.
In a further study, researchers steered a surveyor blinded,
randomized, and placebo organized research setting [43].
The following study's inclusion area was roamed around to
only have males on hair loss stages ranging from II to IV as
per the classification of Norwood-Hamilton. Thereby, 20
male AGA patients were involved in carrying out different
outcomes.
Evaluations were conducted after the interludes of a
month, subsequently to at least three sittings of PRP.
Outcomes were deducted in a comparison of the placebo
group with the intervention group & patients of the latter
group showed an improvement in total hair density and
amplified amount of hair count, which was assessed by a
computerized Trichogram.
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Before announcing the final verdict, the researchers
carried out additional immunohistochemistry & microscopic
estimation after two weeks of accomplishing PRP treatment.
Researchers witnessed an increment in mini blood vessels
around hair follicles, epidermal basal keratinocytes & lump
cells of the hair follicle in PRP-treated hair skin through the
additional
evaluation.
In
conclusion,
researchers
recommended PRP for enhancing follicular angiogenesis &
keratinocyte, to control an individual’s hair loss.
In another clinical study, the researchers performed the
PRP treatment on patients suffering from alopecia, and
during the whole discourse of treatment, patients received
five injections [47]. The injections contain 2, 3, and 4 ml of
PRP material. PRP contained in the injected injections was
prepared from a single spin process. The assessment was
conducted three months preceding the accomplishments of
treatments. The researchers concluded that a diminishing
amount of anagen to telogen ratio along with decreased
anagen was observed. However, an increment was observed
in telogen, which concludes further the PRP's inefficacy for
treating AGA because not any change in density of hair or
even in the count was observed.
In another study, twenty-six females AGA patients were
selected with a Ludwig II score of AGA [48]. The study was
double-blinded & conducted in a placebo-controlled
environment. The study concluded that hair count did not
enhance on comparing both the placebo & PRP treated
patients' group. Conversely, patients' opinions such as ease
in styling hair (after the treatment) were observed upon
patients' surveys.
Another study established that activated PRP has
antiapoptotic properties [49]. It enhances hair follicles'
endurance and could excite hairs by extending the hair
cycle's anagen phase. They added that activated PRP
exhibits the efficacy that stimulates DP cells' proliferation.
Theoretically & practically, seven out of nine reviewed
studies mentioned & proved PRP's efficacy in treating
AGA. Though there are not any long-term results are
reported, which further opens a window for future studies.
However, the failed impact of PRP for AGA [47][48]
attracts necessary regard to the fact that assessments must be
mainly made to check in adherence to PRP to conclude it as
an effective means for treating AGA. The reviewed
literature can also be utilized for opening new paths to
measure the efficacy of PRP.

XIII. MATERIAL & METHODS
A. Patients
A total of three male patients with age range 38-45 years
had been selected with AGA. Patients on any topical or
systemic treatments were excluded. Immunosuppressed
patients were also not qualified for our study. The
identification of AGA was clinically recognized &
established. All participants of the study signed a written
consent before the study start.
B. Treatment Protocol
Activated autologous platelet-rich plasma was made from
18 mL of each participant's blood sample as per the method
of the Prizmah system (AK Pharma Pvt. Ltd.). In short, to
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have PRP, blood was drawn from each participant into two
blood-collecting sterilized tubes through a butterfly needle.
Blood collecting tubes were vacuumed only for 9 mL blood
having sodium citrate as an anticoagulant and a gel
separator. After collecting the blood, both tubes were placed
in a centrifuge machine for 7 minutes at the speed of 3000
rpm. It was a single spin procedure as defined by the
Prizmah system. After 7 minutes spin, autologous PRP was
obtained with no RBCs and only almost 10% of WBCs.
Nearly 10 mL of pure autologous PRP was extracted with
this system (5mL of autologous PRP from each 9 mL of
blood). The last step to have platelets growth factor out of
alpha granules. Growth factors start to excrete from alpha
granules when platelet activation starts. For this, the
Prizmah system contained 10 mL sterilized tubes with 0.03
mL calcium chloride. Prepared pure autologous PRP has
then transferred into calcium chloride-containing tubes
through a closed system transfer device. Then activated
PRP, may be stated now as "growth factors-rich plasma",
transferred into 1 mL syringes through a closed system
transfer device. By this procedure, we have autologous
growth factors-rich plasma with pH within the blood range
(7.4 approx.).
The injections were spread out in the scalp's thinning
area, which was basically along the bald hairline. The
patients' selected area of scalp was cleansed with 70%
alcohol (no local anesthesia). The growth factors-rich
plasma was introduced on the scalp's pre-described area
with 0.1 mL/cm2 quantity.
Three treatment sessions were applied at first, second, and
third months respectively, and then analyzed. Generally,
participants with AGA have promising results from growth
factors-rich plasma applications noticed after three sessions
(one session every month) regarding hair growth, hairs'
improved density, and enhanced quality of life (Fig.3, 4 &
5).

Fig. 4. A man with androgenic alopecia (38 years old), before and after
3 treatment sessions of Prizmah-PRP (Growth factors-rich plasma) (One
session every month).

Fig. 5. A man with androgenic alopecia (45 years old), before and after
3 treatment sessions of Prizmah-PRP (Growth factors-rich plasma) (One
session every month).

XIV. CONCLUSION

Fig. 3. A man with androgenic alopecia (42 years old), before and after
3 treatment sessions of Prizmah-PRP (Growth factors-rich plasma) (One
session every month).
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Platelet-rich plasma is a pretty diversified agent when it
comes to healthcare. Enormous fields are taking advantage
of the activism approach generated through the platelet-rich
plasma, including orthopedics, dermatology, and tissue
regeneration, as proven through reviewed literature. The
subsequent review article demonstrates the maximum
relevancy of PRP as a means to treat androgenic alopecia
(AGA). Thereby, opting for activated PRP (growth factorsrich plasma) treatment to entertain AGA is beneficial, as
mentioned in the clinical studies reviewed. Moreover, side
effects & safety concerns are observed to be minimal.
However, activated PRP itself has proven to be an efficient
and effective procedure in terms of dosage and interval
handling. This paper also exhibits the successful application
and outcome of growth factor-rich plasma in selected AGA
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patients. The treatment protocol is proposed as treatment
sessions at the first, second, third, sixth, and twelfth month
through this study. Afterward, one treatment session every
year as a maintenance treatment is being proposed.
For future studies, absolute affirmations are required to
clear out the doubts. These affirmations range from the
concentration of platelets in PRP, frequency of injections
need to treat an AGA patient, any supportive therapeutic
options, and extensive tenure follow-ups, which will help
determine the longevity of growth factors-rich plasma or
activated PRP treatments.
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